
“It’s not a sociable course.  I 
never met the same people in 

classes more than once.  
There's no sense of 

community at all” (NSS 2022)

VS

Engagement defined as students’: 
• attendance and participation within classes
• use of online-learning materials
• participation in professional-development activities
• demonstrating ownership of their learning
Thereby, supporting deeper learning (or at least ‘strategic’ learning)
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“I wish that I knew more 
people on my course.  …. 
They should make people 

come to sessions”

“If I’ve got gaps between classes 
I just go home and miss the 

other classes. There’s no point 
hanging around. Its all on 

Blackboard anyway …”

“I don’t really know 
who else is on my 

course … my friends, 
they aren’t on my 

course”

“It’s is a bit frustrating … the 
tutors put on events for us like 

guest speakers and that but then 
no one but me turns up … so they 

don’t then put them on again”

“I don’t think to go there 
really [Business School], 

we just meet up in Habita
[SU] to chat and stuff 

between classes”

“Our timetable is too 
spread out … so there’s 

no point coming in really 
for two classes.  I’d just 
end up sitting around”

1. Is university, and Business education in particular, just a simple 
way to delay the challenges of adult life and work?  Should we 
therefore be surprised that students are reluctant to put effort 
into learning?

2. Are Gen Z just a more passive generation?  Are they apoliticised, 
reticent to actively engage in discussion and debate?

3. What is a student learning community and (how) would the 
cultivation of communities foster engagement?

4. Are we kidding ourselves that students should demonstrate 
engagement?  Do they really come to university to study our 
discipline-subject because of an innate interest in, or love for, it?
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